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‘Just as man’s first speech was poetic
before it became utilitarian, so man
first built an idol of mud before he
fashioned an ax. Man’s hand traced
the stick through the mud to make
a line before he learned to throw the
stick as a javelin.’Barnett Newman,
‘The First Man Was an Artist’, Tiger’s
Eye, no.1, October 19471

the form of the letter. The text was packed into the
image, as it were.

One of the surviving initials is that of
the letter R in a book of sermons by the
Byzantine church father John Chrysostom
(345-407) to celebrate the Apostle Paul.2
It is a large, loosely drawn R, applied
with a thin pen. We see a linear play
of plants, flowers and birds with, in the
margin, in colour, the drawing of a man
with a staff that was added without any
obvious function. This reinforces my
conviction that drawing was of enormous
significance in both the thinking and the
fabrication processes.

The Russian painter Kandinsky (1866-1944)
imagined the same image when he wrote: ‘the colour
is the means, the eye the hammer, and the soul is
the piano with many strings. The artist is the hand
that deliberately causes the human soul to resonate
by means of this or that key.’ 4 Kandinsky referred to

In bygone times, such decorations
formed the introduction to a narrative;
they were the visual overture. At the
same time, they gave the text an order,
because there was a small intermission
before every initial. The initials of the
Irish codicils, including the Book of Kells3,
were abstract decorations and toyed with

Later, in psalm books, they became more narrative
and referred to the main character or the theme of the
text. These psalters all began with the B for Beatus
– ‘beatified’ – the Beatus initial. Some Beatus initials
can expand to form one large richly decorated page, a
text that begins with authentic music, pictorial music.

his abstract paintings as ‘compositions’, thus drawing
them into the realm of music. In this context, he quoted
Shakespeare:
‘The man that hath no music in himself,
Nor is not mov’d with concord of sweet sounds,
Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils;
The motions of his spirit are dull as night,
And his affections dark as Erebus:
Let no such man be trusted. - Mark the music.’
(Lorenzo, The Merchant of Venice, Act V, Scene I) 5
As society developed in technological and scientific
terms, language became more stratified and richer.
As we come to know more, more significances have
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entered language and text contains many
more interpretations than was previously
the case. In 1964, the Dutch poet and
literary critic Hans Sleutelaar wrote: ‘Prior
to the advent of mass-produced articles,
language contained no brand names: the
quality of goods was frequently expressed
geographically: Barnevelder hens, French
perfume, Danish butter and Chinese tea.
Modern poetry, too, which developed in
all languages into a language within a
language, as Valéry stated, underlines
the interaction between language and
experience.
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It is no accident that the structural
change in lyricism with which the history
of modern poetry began, occurred during
the industrial revolution. The expansion
of the experiential world was extended in
a slimmer, more differentiated poetry.
In turn, that poetry compelled poetic
theory to assume a richer arsenal of
concepts. In 1935, William Empson gave
more than 4000 different interpretations
to a sonnet by Shakespeare, which had
been approached in blunter terms for
centuries.’6
That was the end of the closed circuit
of poetry. This was also the case in

visual art, which increasingly oriented itself directly
to the world, without an intermediate form – see, for
example, Warhol’s soup tins, Arman’s compilations,
the performances of Gilbert and George, and the
actions of Yin Yilin. The last in particular, with his
performance entitled Safely Manoeuvring Across Lin
He Road, managed to affect us by breaking through
the grey chaos of reality (literally and figuratively)7.

to one another. The De Stijl group, in
particular, contained people who wished
to present an ideal picture of the world
via their work. Theo van Doesburg,
El Lissitzky, Kurt Schwitters and Piet
Zwart were artists and designers who
demonstrated this trend before WWII.
They made letters dance, brought them
into relation with music, with architecture,
and with the newly available type-setting
and composing machines that worked
increasingly quickly. Image, reality and
information intertwined. In 1967, after
seeing a Hell Digiset in Düsseldorf a few
years previously, designer Wim Crouwel
created an alphabet on the basis of a
grid consisting of squares.10 At that time,

Due to the globalization, this chaos has spread to all
parts of the world, and we see the same furious traffic
and large buildings everywhere, regardless of the
political colour of the surroundings.
‘Translation is conveyance from one language
to another by means of a continuum of
transformations. No abstract domains of equality
and similarity.’
Walter Benjamin, Über die Sprache überhaupt
und über die Sprache der Menschen, November
1916.8
But what happens in the switch from text to image? The
graphic designer has the task of furnishing a text with
optimum significance. As a form of communication,
graphic design initiates a semantic process, in which
every sign is given ‘significance’ in order to assume
even more meaning until the designer releases it to
allow it to function.9
Awareness of this coherence became explicit in
the first half of the twentieth century. Artists created
new letters and ensured that text and image reacted

10. This New Alphabet was
published in 1967 as a
Kwadraatblad of Steendrukkerij
De Jong & Co in Hilversum.
11. Tony Brooks, Wim Crouwel: A
graphic Odyssey, London 2011,
73

legibility was not a major issue, because
he was concerned with something else,
the digital image, the image of the future.
On that topic he commented: ’I loved the
whole abstract feeling of it and I wanted to
make all the letters the same width so that
they don’t only line up in one direction, but
in all directions, which made it completely
unreadable.’11 In this way, Crouwel turned
the alphabet into a contemporary image,
a spatial construction, a city, and a new
ordering of time.
It seems as if Lu Xinjian is building on this
foundation, on the strength of his own

intuition. Having studied graphic design at Nanjing
Arts Institute in China, he continued his education in
the Netherlands at the Design Academy in Eindhoven
and at the Frank Mohr Institute in Groningen where
he gained his MFA in Computer Media in 2006. Thus,
he was cognitively formed in both China and the
Netherlands.
This forming was visible in his series of paintings
entitled City DNA of which the first works appeared
in 2008. In these maps of large and small cities, while
seeking the characteristic feature of each city, he used
the computer as his logical instrument to translate the
form and infrastructure of many cities into bold lines,
which he then painted. In doing so, he converted
the individual character of the city – the DNA of its
form that had arisen via its history and growth – to
an abstract two-dimensional image from which every
trace of relief seemed to have vanished. In this way,
Xinjian translated the complex information obtained
from Google Earth into a paradigmatic image in
which history, the colours of emblem and flag, and
the historically evolved architecture were forged into
a new icon. The Google picture became one large
abstract painting. Reality became a sign. All cities
form tangles of lines that meander onward in curves
and stripes that thus reveal the structure of the city. As
a consequence of his consistent approach, the use
of linen on a span, digital resources, tape, film foil,
acrylic paint and paintbrush, he manages to elevate
every city to the status of a glorious icon.
5

The illegibility of Crouwel’s alphabet is
appealing because it gave spatiality to the
image of time. And, due to the abstract
nature of that representation, it became
a spatiality that is relevant to many. That
is also the attraction of Xinjian’s painting
from his City DNA series: the city as
an abstract fact and as a form in which
people feel spatially secure. Its colours
and format allow people to advance in
many directions, as does the work of
Mondrian, Pollock and Haring. These,
too, were painters who related very
specifically to urban space, each on the
basis of his own angle of approach.
Appearance of music
Invisible Poem is about (il)legibility as
the ultimate spatial experience. Whereas
Crouwel was more cognitively engaged
in seeking a new opportunity for beauty
in the digital era, Lu Xinjian is more
concerned with emotions. His translations
from text are associative, and form a
quest for the visual factor in seeing and
reading the poem. He is interested in the
relationship between form and content
and the significance of that form. He
visualizes the rhythms of the letters and
the lyricism of the word in a modularized
system of shapes and colours.

His poetry choices are social, emotional and
occasionally descriptive. In the visualizations, he
devotes attention to the appearance of the texts, the
simplicity of the characters by means of which image
and text manage to stimulate one another to rise
above the plain meaning in some marvellous way.

turn out to be letters and words. But also
that significance is multiple, multicultural,
changing over time. In that way, a poem
moves with the ages, retreats into its
shell, in order to subsequently reappear
in a present-day form.

Xinjian’s visualizations of the poems of Du Fu (712770), poet of tranquil nature, war, exile and social
abuses of the Tang dynasty, Baudelaire (1821-1867),
French poet and art critic who was the first to write
experimentally, theoretically and constructively about
autonomous expressions of the poets and painters of
his times, and Mark Talacko, present-day Canadian
poet who lives and works in Shanghai, reflect the
process of exegesis. In the paintings that manifest
themselves as overall compositions, we perceive
the reading, the process, the interpretation, the
appearance and disappearance of image and insight,
the ambience, and the power of imagination. The works
lead us to a dynamic system of lines and colours that
are located within a limited area on the surface. They
resemble tightly woven tapestries of lines from which
the text of the poem itself suddenly emerges from the
painting, only to vanish once again and then reappear,
depending on the duration of one’s viewing.

To Xinjian, each poem consists of a series
of masks that conceal the view of truth.
His works display these in short lines –
diagonal, curved, stippled, perpendicular.
The triangles and circles converge in
colours and forge façades that disclose
the secret of music in poems.

When they are read, poems become terms, sounds
that materialize before us in undulating or hesitant
lines, like a sea, a landscape, architecture. Then,
all at once, as in the paintings of the Invisible Poem
series, light breaks through and the lines and shapes

7

Du Fu was a prominent Chinese poet of
the Tang Dynasty. Along with Li Bai (Li Bo),
he is frequently called the greatest of the
Chinese poets. His greatest ambition was
to serve his country as a successful civil
servant, but he proved unable to make the
necessary accommodations. His life, like
the whole country, was devastated by the
An Lushan Rebellion of 755, and his last
15 years were a time of almost constant
unrest.
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江畔独步寻花

Strolling along the Riverside
Enjoying Flowers

黄四娘家花满蹊

In such profusion the flowers in Huang Siniang’s garden bloom

千朵万朵压枝低

With thousands of them the branches are heavily laden

留连戏蝶时时舞

Now and then lingering butterflies flit about gracefully

自在娇莺恰恰啼

While orioles here and there warble in carefree contentment
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江畔独步寻花
Strolling along the Riverside
Enjoying Flowers
2012
Acrylic on canvas
150 x 150 cm

绝句
Jueju, No. 3 of 4
2012
Acrylic on canvas
150 x 150 cm

Jueju, No. 3 of 4

绝句

Two golden orioles sing in the green willows

两个黄鹂鸣翠柳

A row of white egrets against the blue sky

一行白鹭上青天

The window frames the western hills’ snow of a thousand autumns

窗含西岭千秋雪

At the door is moored a boat from eastern Wu that’s come ten thousand li

门泊东吴万里船
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绝句

Jueju, No. 1 of 2

迟日江山丽

In late sun, the river and hills are beautiful

春风花草香

The spring breeze bears the fragrance of flowers and grass

泥融飞燕子

The mud has thawed, and swallows fly around

沙暖睡鸳鸯

On the warm sand, mandarin ducks are sleeping
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绝句
Jueju, No. 1 of 2
2012
Acrylic on canvas
150 x 150 cm

赠花卿
For Hua Qing
2012
Acrylic on canvas
150 x 150 cm

For Hua Qing

赠花卿

In Jincheng, flutter the soft notes of the flute

锦城丝管日纷纷

Half upon the river breeze, half upon the clouds

半入江风半入云

Such notes exist only in heaven

此曲只应天上有

Almost impossible to hear in mortal life

人间能得几回闻
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春夜喜雨

Welcome Rain on
a Spring Night

好雨知时节

The good rain knows its season

当春乃发生

When spring arrives, it brings life

随风潜入夜

It follows the wind secretly into the night

润物细无声

And moistens all things softly, without sound

野径云俱黑

On the country road, the clouds are all black

江船火独明

On a riverboat, a single fire bright

晓看红湿处

At dawn one sees this place now red and wet

花重锦官城

The flowers are heavy in the brocade city
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春夜喜雨
Welcome Rain on
a Spring Night
2012
Acrylic on canvas
150 x 300 cm

Charles Pierre Baudelaire was a French poet
who produced notable work as an essayist, art
critic, and pioneering translator of Edgar Allan
Poe. His most famous work, Les Fleurs du mal
(The Flowers of Evil), expresses the changing
nature of beauty in modern, industrializing Paris
during the 19th century. Baudelaire’s highly
original style of prose-poetry influenced a whole
generation of poets including Paul Verlaine,
Arthur Rimbaud and Stéphane Mallarmé
among many others. He is credited with coining
the term “modernity” (modernité) to designate
the fleeting, ephemeral experience of life in
an urban metropolis, and the responsibility art
has to capture that experience.
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Les Métamorphoses
du vampire
The Vampire’s
Metamorphoses
2012
Acrylic on canvas
201 x 175 cm

The Vampire’s
Metamorphoses

Les Métamorphoses
du vampire

The woman meanwhile, twisting like a snake

La femme cependant, de sa bouche de fraise,

On hot coals and kneading her breasts against the steel

En se tordant ainsi qu’un serpent sur la braise,

Of her corset, from her mouth red as strawberries

Et pétrissant ses seins sur le fer de son busc,

Let flow these words impregnated with musk:

Laissait couler ces mots tout imprégnés de musc:

— “I, I have moist lips, and I know the art

— «Moi, j’ai la lèvre humide, et je sais la science

Of losing old Conscience in the depths of a bed.

De perdre au fond d’un lit l’antique conscience.

I dry all tears on my triumphant breasts

Je sèche tous les pleurs sur mes seins triomphants,

And make old men laugh with the laughter of children.

Et fais rire les vieux du rire des enfants.

I replace, for him who sees me nude, without veils,

Je remplace, pour qui me voit nue et sans voiles,

The moon, the sun, the stars and the heavens!

La lune, le soleil, le ciel et les étoiles!

I am, my dear scholar, so learned in pleasure

Je suis, mon cher savant, si docte aux voluptés,

That when I smother a man in my fearful arms,

Lorsque j’étouffe un homme en mes bras redoutés,

Or when, timid and licentious, frail and robust,

Ou lorsque j’abandonne aux morsures mon buste,

I yield my bosom to biting kisses

Timide et libertine, et fragile et robuste,

On those two soft cushions which swoon with emotion,

Que sur ces matelas qui se pâment d’émoi,

The powerless angels would damn themselves for me!”

Les anges impuissants se damneraient pour moi!»

When she had sucked out all the marrow from my bones

Quand elle eut de mes os sucé toute la moelle,

And I languidly turned toward her

Et que languissamment je me tournai vers elle

To give back an amorous kiss, I saw no more

Pour lui rendre un baiser d’amour, je ne vis plus

Than a wine-skin with gluey sides, all full of pus!

Qu’une outre aux flancs gluants, toute pleine de pus!

Frozen with terror, I closed both my eyes,

Je fermai les deux yeux, dans ma froide épouvante,

And when I opened them to the bright light,

Et quand je les rouvris à la clarté vivante,

At my side, instead of the robust manikin

À mes côtés, au lieu du mannequin puissant

Who seemed to have laid in a store of blood,

Qui semblait avoir fait provision de sang,

There quivered confusedly a heap of old bones,

Tremblaient confusément des débris de squelette,

Which of themselves gave forth the cry of a weather-cock

Qui d’eux-mêmes rendaient le cri d’une girouette

Or of a sign on the end of an iron rod

Ou d’une enseigne, au bout d’une tringle de fer, m

That the wind swings to and fro on a winter night.

Que balance le vent pendant les nuits d’hiver.
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Vers pour le portrait de
M. Honoré Daumier

Verses for the Portrait of
M. Honoré Daumier

Celui dont nous t’offrons l’image,

He whose portrait we offer you,

Et dont l’art, subtil entre tous,

Whose art subtler than all others,

Nous enseigne à rire de nous,

Teaches us to laugh at ourselves,

Celui-là, lecteur, est un sage.

He is a sage, gentle reader.

C’est un satirique, un moqueur;

He’s a satirist, a scoffer;

Mais l’énergie avec laquelle

But the power with which he paints

Il peint le Mal et sa séquelle

Evil and his retinue

Prouve la beauté de son coeur.

Attests the beauty of his heart.

Son rire n’est pas la grimace

His laughter is not the grimace

De Melmoth ou de Méphisto

Of Melmoth or of Mephisto

Sous la torche de l’Alecto

Under Alecto’s torch which burns them

Qui les brûle, mais qui nous glace,

But makes our blood run cold.

Leur rire, hélas! de la gaieté

Their laughter, alas! is only

N’est que la douloureuse charge;

A sad caricature of mirth;

Le sien rayonne, franc et large,

His radiates, hearty and free,

Comme un signe de sa bonté!

Like a symbol of his goodness!
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Vers pour le portrait de
M. Honoré Daumier
Verses for the Portrait of
M. Honoré Daumier
2012
Acrylic on canvas
150 x 145 cm

L’Amour du mensonge
The Love of Lies
2012
Acrylic on canvas
201 x 175 cm

The Love of Lies

L’Amour du mensonge

When I see you pass by, my indolent darling,

Quand je te vois passer, ô ma chère indolente,

To the sound of music that the ceiling deadens,

Au chant des instruments qui se brise au plafond

Pausing in your slow and harmonious movements,

Suspendant ton allure harmonieuse et lente,

Turning here and there the boredom of your gaze;

Et promenant l’ennui de ton regard profond;

When I study, in the gaslight which colors it,

Quand je contemple, aux feux du gaz qui le colore,

Your pale forehead, embellished with a morbid charm,

Ton front pâle, embelli par un morbide attrait,

Where the torches of evening kindle a dawn,

Où les torches du soir allument une aurore,

And your eyes alluring as a portrait’s,

Et tes yeux attirants comme ceux d’un portrait,

I say within: “How fair she is! How strangely fresh!”

Je me dis: Qu’elle est belle! et bizarrement fraîche!

Huge, massive memory, royal, heavy tower,

Le souvenir massif, royale et lourde tour,

Crowns her; her heart bruised like a peach

La couronne, et son coeur, meurtri comme une pêche,

Is ripe like her body for a skillful lover.

Est mûr, comme son corps, pour le savant amour.

Are you the autumn fruit with sovereign taste?

Es-tu le fruit d’automne aux saveurs souveraines?

A funereal urn awaiting a few tears?

Es-tu vase funèbre attendant quelques pleurs,

Perfume that makes one dream of distant oases?

Parfum qui fait rêver aux oasis lointaines,

A caressive pillow, a basket of flowers?

Oreiller caressant, ou corbeille de fleurs?

I know that there are eyes, most melancholy ones,

Je sais qu’il est des yeux, des plus mélancoliques,

In which no precious secrets lie hidden;

Qui ne recèlent point de secrets précieux;

Lovely cases without jewels, lockets without relics,

Beaux écrins sans joyaux, médaillons sans reliques,

Emptier and deeper than you are, O Heavens!

Plus vides, plus profonds que vous-mêmes, ô Cieux!

But is it not enough that you are a semblance

Mais ne suffit-il pas que tu sois l’apparence,

To gladden a heart that flees from the truth?

Pour réjouir un coeur qui fuit la vérité?

What matter your obtuseness or your indifference?

Qu’importe ta bêtise ou ton indifférence?

Mask or ornament, hail! I adore your beauty

Masque ou décor, salut! J’adore ta beauté.
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Les Deux Bonnes Soeurs

The Two Good Sisters

La Débauche et la Mort sont deux aimables filles,

Debauchery and Death are two lovable girls,

Prodigues de baisers et riches de santé,

Lavish with their kisses and rich with health,

Dont le flanc toujours vierge et drapé de guenilles

Whose ever-virgin loins, draped with tattered clothes and

Sous l’éternel labeur n’a jamais enfanté.

Burdened with constant work, have never given birth.

Au poète sinistre, ennemi des familles,

To the sinister poet, foe of families,

Favori de l’enfer, courtisan mal renté,

Poorly paid courtier, favorite of hell,

Tombeaux et lupanars montrent sous leurs charmilles

Graves and brothels show beneath their bowers

Un lit que le remords n’a jamais fréquenté.

A bed in which remorse has never slept.

Et la bière et l’alcôve en blasphèmes fécondes

The bier and the alcove, fertile in blasphemies

Nous offrent tour à tour, comme deux bonnes soeurs,

Like two good sisters, offer to us in turn

De terribles plaisirs et d’affreuses douceurs.

Terrible pleasures and frightful sweetness.

Quand veux-tu m’enterrer, Débauche aux bras immondes?

When will you bury me, Debauch with the filthy arms?

Ô Mort, quand viendras-tu, sa rivale en attraits,

Death, her rival in charms, when will you come

Sur ses myrtes infects enter tes noirs cyprès?

To graft black cypress on her infected myrtle?
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Les Deux Bonnes Soeurs
The Two Good Sisters
2012
Acrylic on canvas
160 x 200 cm

La Mort des Amants
The Death of Lovers
2012
Acrylic on canvas
150 x 150 cm

The Death of Lovers

La Mort des Amants

We shall have beds full of subtle perfumes,

Nous aurons des lits pleins d’odeurs légères,

Divans as deep as graves, and on the shelves

Des divans profonds comme des tombeaux,

Will be strange flowers that blossomed for us

Et d’étranges fleurs sur des étagères,

Under more beautiful heavens.

Ecloses pour nous sous des cieux plus beaux.

Using their dying flames emulously,

Usant à l’envi leurs chaleurs dernières,

Our two hearts will be two immense torches

Nos deux coeurs seront deux vastes flambeaux,

Which will reflect their double light

Qui réfléchiront leurs doubles lumières

In our two souls, those twin mirrors.

Dans nos deux esprits, ces miroirs jumeaux.

Some evening made of rose and of mystical blue

Un soir fait de rose et de bleu mystique,

A single flash will pass between us

Nous échangerons un éclair unique,

Like a long sob, charged with farewells;

Comme un long sanglot, tout chargé d’adieux;

And later an Angel, setting the doors ajar,

Et plus tard un Ange, entr’ouvrant les portes,

Faithful and joyous, will come to revive

Viendra ranimer, fidèle et joyeux,

The tarnished mirrors, the extinguished flames.

Les miroirs ternis et les flammes mortes.
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Mark
马
Alexander 行
Talacko:
空
Man, husband, father
Writer
Born
Living
Procreating in the physical
and mental realms
Betting on infinity with ink and sperm
Volume of which yet TBD
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The Pith of Life

The heart, it is its own lover
It sends out Life full of love and
Reincarnates it upon its return
It is, the heart, the centre of Life
The mind through which creation works
The core through which everything must churn
Heart, have heart, for you are not alone
In the dark heat of night
There are more for which to yearn
Burning heart, not cross, nor cold sliver of moon
A desert is a sea in which to toss
One’s loss, sink deep, and never to return
Hark, what’s this, this beating of a heart?
Stark, such bliss emblazoned with a kiss
By lips and eyes that so easily do spurn
It’s this, for this, that the heart it loves itself
Woe unto it, the heart, when it loved outside, and
Through the dark night of heat did learn
That hearts, other hearts, are not the same
In name, even by any other, they beat as sweet
But, as cores they do so differently burn
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The Pith of Life
2012
Acrylic on canvas
220 x 200 cm

Ophelia

Love, oh Love, you beautiful thing
Like cherry blossoms in summer you don’t exist
As don’t divinities, the afterlife, or truth in children’s fables
Save for in our minds, you are, so central to us all
The fifth element for most of human creation
Off-stage and in falsetto, whispering
Beneath the beating of our hearts, that
Bloody four roomed echo chamber,
Magnifying each fletchinged word to unbearable crescendo
Until the tickle grows itchy and we scratch
Scratch till we bleed and the red of Life catches light,
In the sky’s fiery or cool rounds, winks back
Through our eyes to the imagined mother of all existence.
Love, oh Love, you beautiful thing
Arms open wide, like legs from whence we came
Enfolding us beneath the loamy darkness of spring
To lie, to rest, to return no more
Save through our ghosts retained in the memories
Of those who love us still
For like Love, we all may dream ourselves to be.

Ophelia
2012
Acrylic on canvas
143 x 201 cm
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Tougher

Fathers and mothers dying
Children needing
Careers plateauing
Housing market cooling
Where to grow one’s money?
Vegetables laced with cancer
Hybrid fish that withstand pollution and nuclear winter
Politics needing more participation
Loneliness induced by connectivity
It’s all getting more real,
This, growing up, this, maturing
It’s all within reach, and, quickly slipping away
The blankets are all rags
Teddy bears are just memories, and, the hugs
You have to give, instead of receive
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Metro Musing

The girl I saw running up the stairs had
Black tights that outlined her legs like God
Formidable, springy, shapely
Her imagined white thighs creamy and raised
Calves slightly bouncing over the small of my back
Feet angled with the poise of a ballerina
Or, knees softly bent in supplication
Raising her buttocks to the sky A fruit of perfect ripeness - like an offering, or,
Depending on her floral status, a sacrifice, to love
And I’m in the metro, sticky with the rush hour
Her long and shapelies have carried her to where she intends,
Or must, leaving me to protect my day dream gladness
From brushing up against all these ugly strangers

Metro Musing
2012
Acrylic on canvas
160 x 200 cm
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